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Bowleven (BLVN) has announced the completion of the company’s farm-
out of interests in the Etinde permit and receipt of $165m in cash (an 
estimated $5m to follow). This is a major step for the company, partly 
monetising its interest and gaining a significantly strengthened balance 
sheet. This puts the company in a rare peer group among E&Ps – fully 
funded for value-accretive development with spare capital to continue 
exploration – the cash pile should allow the company to be countercyclical 
in outlook and perhaps able to take advantage of stock market weakness. 
As we were explicitly expecting the farm-down, our core valuation remains 
largely unchanged at 73p/share after adjusting for FX moves and oil price 
forecasts changes, well above the current share price. 

Year 
end 

Revenue 
($m) 

PBT* 
($m) 

Operating cash 
flow ($m) 

Capex 
($m) 

Net (debt)/cash 
($m) 

06/13 0.0 (11.1) (8.4) (114.4) 19.7 
06/14 0.0 (13.6) (8.6) (18.0) 20.5 
06/15e 0.0 (13.7) (10.6) (17.6) 152.8 
06/16e 0.0 (13.7) (10.6) (34.2) 107.6 

Note: *PBT is normalised, excluding exceptional items. 

Looking to FID for Etinde with stronger balance sheet 
The farm-down completion means investors can now look to the other major 
catalysts. The gas sales agreement, completion of FEED and award of EPC 
contracts need to follow, in parallel with progression of the fertiliser plant project 
that will take the Etinde gas. FID is currently expected in 2015, with first gas 
modelled in mid-2018. Importantly, the project can look to take advantage of falling 
rig and service costs, although a new operator may delay FID. 

Exploration and appraisal drilling 
In the current environment, we do not expect the market to include value for drilling 
until discovered. However, BLVN could participate in up to four value-creating wells 
in 2015/16. Two onshore exploration wells at Bomono will seek 45mmboe each, 
while two carried appraisal wells offshore could increase resource sizes at Etinde 
well beyond the current estimate and markedly improve economics for BLVN.  

Valuation: 73p/share core NAV suggests upside 
We have left our valuation largely unchanged, apart from minor changes due to the 
strengthening dollar and updates to our macro deck. While we have adjusted near-
term oil prices downwards, we do expect a recovery in time to a real $80/bbl 
(2014). Given the macro environment, costs should fall vs our current modelling. 
For the moment we have left our modelling unchanged, awaiting confirmation of the 
quantum of changes. Our core NAV is 73p/share, well above the current share 
price. Exploration at Bomono and appraisal wells at Etinde could add further in 
time, but for the moment we do not expect the market to price in exploration value 
until discovered. Our RENAV is 97p/share. 
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Farm-out completion  

The closing of BLVN’s farm-down to Lukoil and NewAge is a major event for the company and for 
the Etinde development. BLVN’s receipt of $165m  in cash (with an estimated $5m to follow for 
working capital) is in contrast to its market capitalisation, which has been below this level since 
October 2014 (indeed it fell as low as $126m in January 2015), reflecting the pessimistic nature of 
the E&P space in recent times. 

Exhibit 1: BLVN US$ market capitalisation since 1 January 2013 

 
Source: Bloomberg 

Under the terms of the farm-down, BLVN will receive: 

 an immediate $165m cash injection; 

 around $5m to follow for working capital; 

 $40m carry (net to BLVN) over two appraisal wells, which we currently expect to be spudded in 
H215, with results probably in 2016; 

 $15m after completion of the two appraisal wells; and 

 $25m cash on FID of the Etinde IM field development. 

These are significant benefits, totalling $250m net to BLVN over time, with the appraisal wells 
potentially opening up further value. We also note that operatorship passes to NewAge, allowing 
BLVN to concentrate on other activities.  

This does not take into account the value attributable to Bowleven’s remaining 20% share of the 
Etinde development, which we currently model to be worth $194m (on a risked basis). In total, we 
value the company as below, arriving at a core NAV of 73p/share ($364m). This is well above the 
current share price.  

Farm-down allows investors to examine underlying 
business value 

With the closing of the deal, the fog of uncertainty surrounding BLVN has cleared markedly. With 
the receipt of $165+$5m, BLVN’s ability to fund the first phase of Etinde is now assured, as we 
expect its 20% equity position to require around $110m before first gas (to be conservative, we 
assume that the two carried appraisal wells do not contribute to Phase I, even if successful). We 
would expect the company to use part of the $165+$5m cash inflow to fund this position, as well as 
looking at possible debt provision. Investors can therefore return to examining the underlying value 
of the project.  
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In our modelling, we assume first gas in 2018, with a plateau reached in 2020. There are risks that 
this may be delayed, not least because (i) FID is dependent on a co-FID date with the construction 
of the fertiliser plant; and (ii) the new operator (NewAge) now has control of the project and Lukoil is 
a new partner. 

The project should extract a total gas volume of 500bcf and c 100mmboe of liquids, with initial 
production of 70mmscfd and 14-16mboe/d. 

Key milestones before FID 
 Gas sales agreement finalised; 

 Completion of FEED and finalisation of costs; and 

 Assignment of contractor. 

During this period, we would expect BLVN to finalise the funding structure (at this time, we assume 
it will come from cash reserves, but the company is looking at options including project debt, 
development bank financing and mezzanine financing). 

We expect further details on timing and greater detail on the development as costs and schedule 
are further understood. 

Other potential catalysts 

The company could participate in up to four wells in 2015/16, which may have a material effect on 
valuation. Two exploration wells are currently being prepared on the Bomono permit and each is 
targeting around 45mmboe. As we discussed in our initiation note, the market for gas in Cameroon 
is immature and has latent demand and BLVN points to a number of power plants in the area that 
could take gas in the fullness of time. However, the travails of Victoria Oil and Gas in finding active 
customers in Cameroon mean that, in our current expectation at least, discovery of oil-prone 
reservoirs would be immeasurably better received.  

Further appraisal wells on the offshore permit could also have an effect. Should the wells be 
successful in finding large, more liquids-rich reservoirs, the economics of the fertiliser project would 
improve as a higher yield of liquids could be extracted for every molecule of gas piped to the 
fertiliser plant. Furthermore, if these wells are successful, they would effectively reduce the net 
capex requirement for BLVN as fewer non-carried wells would be required. For conservativism, we 
do not assume appraisal wells are producers in our core NAV. While drilling could well start in 2015 
for Etinde appraisal, completion could move into 2016. 

Given the steep discount of BLVN shares to our DCF-derived value, we do not expect the market to 
credit any value to exploration until a discovery is made.  

Valuation 

Our valuation remains broadly unchanged from our December 2014 update note, barring small 
tweaks due to exchange rate movements and changes to our oil/liquids price deck. The near-term 
oil price is largely irrelevant to the value of the project, as first gas is due in more than three years, 
by which time we expect the oil price to have largely returned to our unchanged long-term real price 
of $80/bbl. 

This results in a core NAV of 73p/share and RENAV of 97p/share. 

http://www.edisoninvestmentresearch.com/research/company/bowleven
http://www.edisoninvestmentresearch.com/research/company/bowleven
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Exhibit 2: NAV summary 
Asset       Recoverable 

reserves 
  Net 

risked  
Value per 

share 
Country Diluted 

WI (%) 
CoS 
(%) 

Gross 
(mmboe) 

Net 
(mmboe) 

NPV/boe 
($/boe) 

value 
($m) 

Risked 
(p/share) 

Net (debt)/cash (Dec 2014 estimate) 100% 100%    12 3 
SG&A (NPV of three 
years) 

 100% 100%    (32) (6) 

$170m cash from Lukoil (assuming $5m working 
capital component as estimated) 

100% 100%    170 34 

$9m penalty fee to PFC  100% 100%    (9) (2) 
$25m on FID (assumed H22015) 100% 65%    16 3 
$15m on appraisal wells (discounted by 1.5 years) 100% 86%    13 3 
Development         
Etinde development Cameroon 20% 65% 181 36 8.2 194 39 
Core NAV          364 73 
Potential development         
CLNG extension Cameroon 20% 20% 100 20 17.1 69 14 
Possible exploration         
Bomono - Zingana Cameroon 72% 10% 45 32 7.7 25 5 
Bomono - Moambe Cameroon 72% 10% 45 32 7.7 25 5 
Possible exploration 
NAV 

         118 24 

RENAV          483 97 
Source: Edison Investment Research 

Financial health allows countercyclical spending 
The company held around $7m in cash at the end of December 2014, with a $30m bridge finance 
facility available if required. With the finalisation of the farm-down, the company has received 
$165m in cash, the estimated $5m is expected soon and receive the extra contingent payments on 
the completion of appraisal wells ($15m) and FID ($25m). These should see the company as a rare 
beast among E&Ps – fully funded for development and with notable cash reserves to explore in 
other regions without the requirement of near-term equity financing. 
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Exhibit 3: Financial summary 
  US$ 000s 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015e 2016e 
Year end June   IFRS IFRS IFRS IFRS IFRS IFRS 
         Revenue     0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cost of Sales   0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gross Profit   0 0 0 0 0 0 
EBITDA     (54,460) (15,705) (10,592) (11,604) (12,738) (12,738) 
Operating Profit (before GW and except.)     (54,922) (16,205) (11,088) (12,025) (13,238) (13,238) 
Exceptionals   0 0 0 0 (11,600) 0 
Goodwill and intangible amortisation   0 0 0 0 0 0 
Operating Profit   (54,922) (16,205) (11,088) (12,025) (24,838) (13,238) 
Net foreign exchange gain/(loss)   0 0 0 0 0 0 
Net Interest   (21,894) 3,132 7 (1,577) (426) (430) 
Profit Before Tax (norm)     (76,816) (13,073) (11,081) (13,602) (13,664) (13,668) 
Profit Before Tax (FRS 3)     (76,816) (13,073) (11,081) (13,602) (25,264) (13,668) 
Tax   0 0 0 0 0 0 
Profit After Tax (norm)   (76,816) (13,073) (11,081) (13,602) (13,664) (13,668) 
Profit After Tax (FRS 3)   (76,816) (13,073) (11,081) (13,602) (25,264) (13,668) 
         Average Number of Shares Outstanding (m)   216 295 295 324 324 324 
EPS - normalised (c)     (35.6) (4.4) (3.8) (4.2) (4.2) (4.2) 
EPS - FRS 3 (c)     (35.6) (4.4) (3.8) (4.2) (7.8) (4.2) 
Dividend per share (c)   0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
         Gross Margin (%)   N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
EBITDA Margin (%)   N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Operating Margin (before GW and except.) (%)   N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
         BALANCE SHEET         
Fixed Assets     383,063 426,665 533,437 551,446 395,946 469,646 
Intangible Assets   340,637 425,414 532,507 550,745 393,485 459,765 
Tangible Assets   802 1,251 930 701 2,461 9,881 
Investments   41,624 0 0 0 0 0 
Current Assets     129,191 161,341 52,150 42,351 174,711 129,466 
Stocks   8,180 11,638 11,023 10,404 10,404 10,404 
Debtors   24,390 7,222 16,385 6,493 6,493 6,493 
Cash   96,621 142,481 19,742 20,454 152,814 107,569 
Other receivables   0 0 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 
Current Liabilities     (39,261) (8,575) (15,568) (6,274) (6,274) (6,274) 
Creditors   (39,261) (8,575) (15,568) (6,274) (6,274) (6,274) 
Short term borrowings   0 0 0 0 0 0 
Long Term Liabilities     0 0 0 0 0 0 
Long term borrowings   0 0 0 0 0 0 
Other long term liabilities   0 0 0 0 0 0 
Net Assets     472,993 579,431 570,019 587,523 564,383 592,838 
         CASH FLOW         
Operating Cash Flow     (11,808) (16,433) (8,404) (8,576) (10,614) (10,614) 
Net Interest    732 821 556 177 (426) (430) 
Tax   0 0 0 0 0 0 
Capex   (85,706) (58,721) (114,381) (18,037) (17,600) (34,200) 
Acquisitions/disposals   0 0 0 0 161,000 0 
Financing   112,792 122,905 76 20,924 0 0 
Other   0 (2,672) 0 4,482 0 0 
Other   0 (2,672) 0 4,482 0 0 
Net Cash Flow     16,010 45,900 (122,153) (1,030) 132,360 (45,244) 
Opening net debt/(cash)     (79,152) (96,621) (142,481) (19,742) (20,454) (152,814) 
Effect of FX changes   1,511 (92) (586) 1,742 0 0 
Other   (52) 52 0 0 0 0 
Closing net debt/(cash)     (96,621) (142,481) (19,742) (20,454) (152,814) (107,569) 
Source: Edison Investment Research, company accounts Note: We include modelled capex for both illustrative Bomono developments 
in the financials figures above. As an example, capex in 2016e for Bomono wells totals $7m, but increases markedly thereafter (if 
successful). 
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Edison, the investment intelligence firm, is the future of investor interaction with corporates. Our team of over 100 analysts and investment professionals work with leading companies, fund managers and investment banks 
worldwide to support their capital markets activity. We provide services to more than 400 retained corporate and investor clients from our offices in London, New York, Frankfurt, Sydney and Wellington. Edison is 
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (www.fsa.gov.uk/register/firmBasicDetails.do?sid=181584). Edison Investment Research (NZ) Limited (Edison NZ) is the New Zealand subsidiary of Edison. 
Edison NZ is registered on the New Zealand Financial Service Providers Register (FSP number 247505) and is registered to provide wholesale and/or generic financial adviser services only. Edison Investment Research 
Inc (Edison US) is the US subsidiary of Edison and is regulated by the Securities and Exchange Commission. Edison Investment Research Limited (Edison Aus) [46085869] is the Australian subsidiary of Edison and is not 
regulated by the Australian Securities and Investment Commission. Edison Germany is a branch entity of Edison Investment Research Limited [4794244]. www.edisongroup.com 
DISCLAIMER 
Copyright 2015 Edison Investment Research Limited. All rights reserved. This report has been commissioned by Bowleven and prepared and issued by Edison for publication globally. All information used in the publication 
of this report has been compiled from publicly available sources that are believed to be reliable, however we do not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of this report. Opinions contained in this report represent those 
of the research department of Edison at the time of publication. The securities described in the Investment Research may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. This research is 
issued in Australia by Edison Aus and any access to it, is intended only for "wholesale clients" within the meaning of the Australian Corporations Act. The Investment Research is distributed in the United States by Edison 
US to major US institutional investors only. Edison US is registered as an investment adviser with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Edison US relies upon the "publishers' exclusion" from the definition of 
investment adviser under Section 202(a)(11) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 and corresponding state securities laws. As such, Edison does not offer or provide personalised advice. We publish information about 
companies in which we believe our readers may be interested and this information reflects our sincere opinions. The information that we provide or that is derived from our website is not intended to be, and should not be 
construed in any manner whatsoever as, personalised advice. Also, our website and the information provided by us should not be construed by any subscriber or prospective subscriber as Edison’s solicitation to effect, or 
attempt to effect, any transaction in a security. The research in this document is intended for New Zealand resident professional financial advisers or brokers (for use in their roles as financial advisers or brokers) and 
habitual investors who are “wholesale clients” for the purpose of the Financial Advisers Act 2008 (FAA) (as described in sections 5(c) (1)(a), (b) and (c) of the FAA). This is not a solicitation or inducement to buy, sell, 
subscribe, or underwrite any securities mentioned or in the topic of this document. This document is provided for information purposes only and should not be construed as an offer or solicitation for investment in any 
securities mentioned or in the topic of this document. A marketing communication under FCA rules, this document has not been prepared in accordance with the legal requirements designed to promote the independence 
of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research. Edison has a restrictive policy relating to personal dealing. Edison Group does not conduct any 
investment business and, accordingly, does not itself hold any positions in the securities mentioned in this report. However, the respective directors, officers, employees and contractors of Edison may have a position in any 
or related securities mentioned in this report. Edison or its affiliates may perform services or solicit business from any of the companies mentioned in this report. The value of securities mentioned in this report can fall as 
well as rise and are subject to large and sudden swings. In addition it may be difficult or not possible to buy, sell or obtain accurate information about the value of securities mentioned in this report. Past performance is not 
necessarily a guide to future performance. Forward-looking information or statements in this report contain information that is based on assumptions, forecasts of future results, estimates of amounts not yet determinable, 
and therefore involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of their subject matter to be materially different from current expectations. 
For the purpose of the FAA, the content of this report is of a general nature, is intended as a source of general information only and is not intended to constitute a recommendation or opinion in relation to acquiring or 
disposing (including refraining from acquiring or disposing) of securities. The distribution of this document is not a “personalised service” and, to the extent that it contains any financial advice, is intended only as a “class 
service” provided by Edison within the meaning of the FAA (ie without taking into account the particular financial situation or goals of any person). As such, it should not be relied upon in making an investment decision. To 
the maximum extent permitted by law, Edison, its affiliates and contractors, and their respective directors, officers and employees will not be liable for any loss or damage arising as a result of reliance being placed on any 
of the information contained in this report and do not guarantee the returns on investments in the products discussed in this publication. FTSE International Limited (“FTSE”) © FTSE 2015. “FTSE®” is a trade mark of the 
London Stock Exchange Group companies and is used by FTSE International Limited under license. All rights in the FTSE indices and/or FTSE ratings vest in FTSE and/or its licensors. Neither FTSE nor its licensors 
accept any liability for any errors or omissions in the FTSE indices and/or FTSE ratings or underlying data. No further distribution of FTSE Data is permitted without FTSE’s express written consent. 
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